WORKING FROM A
DISTANCE WHILE
SOCIAL DISTANCING
As India continues to adjust to the 21-day lockdown, the management decision
internally for “no-ofﬁce until further notice” coincided perfectly with the announcement.
Therefore the company was well prepared for this eventuality with a strong “work from
home” policy in place along with speciﬁc tasks being allocated to individuals during the
same. Team JanaJal, whether back ofﬁce or on-ﬁeld have remained highly motivated
to serve communities during this period much in line with safe drinking water being
classiﬁed as an “essential service” by all public organisations. Presently the lock down
has been announced upto April 14, 2020 with early indications of a likely extension.
Our ﬁrst priority has always been the health and safety of our employees, partners,
consumers and the communities in which we operate. With each member of JanaJal
family now working from the safety of their homes, we leveraged our digital platform to
continue to operate systems and extend services at vantage locations with emphasis
on

SAFER SAFE WATER.

The senior management team has also been

reaching out to all team members to keep them motivated since several have been
forced to quarantine themselves alone and away from their families due to the
lockdown.

No-touch automated process
Select water ATMs are functional in auto-mode
where consumers are able to collect safer safe
water through digital transacting with
zero-human interface. All quality and quantity
based parameters are monitored remotely.

Supporting the support-system
Focus has been to keep Water ATMs operational
outside prominent hospitals such as AIIMS, RML
and Safdarjung Hospital in New Delhi that have
witnessed an unprecedented surge in new
patients while those admitted previously have
been locked within along with their families.
These systems also serve police personnel and
medical support staff, on and off duty.

Serving people stranded
due to the lockdown
Our installations in Gujarat are dispensing
thousands of litres of safe water per day to
transporters and truck drivers who found
themselves stranded away from home on
account of the nation-wide lockdown.

Staying connected
through Social Media
Our social media team has been working very
hard to proliferate the efforts of the company
during these tough times. People have
immensely appreciated the company’s efforts
across all our digital platforms. With highest
usage now being witnessed on various social
media channels, our team has also created
awareness about the JanaJal mobile app that is
seeing a high rate of downloads.

We sincerely believe that current global crisis shall come
to pass sooner than later. The truth is that across the
world nearly 10,000 people lose their lives due to unsafe
water besides millions that fall sick due to water-borne
diseases everyday. We believe that the need for WASH
(Water, Sanitation and Hygiene) facilities to be practiced
and

implemented

comprehensively

across

all

stake-holders and consumers will be better understood.
Last but never the least, we thank each one of you for
the unconditional support to the company and moreso,
our mission. We are working 24/7 to not only overcome
the present times, but to re-invent our business model
with leaner operating costs and an asset-light focus that
should help us scale rapidly in the future.
Take care and stay safe.
With best wishes,

Dr. Parag Agarwal
Founder & CEO
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